
 Location:  Invalid Location: Cannot be blank

 Shopper: dhartsfi2  Hartsfield, Dacey [ID: 444143]

 Date: Month  / Day  / 2020  Invalid Date: Cannot be blank

 Time: HH  : MM  Invalid Time: Cannot be blank

  

1. CALL CLARITY: 1. CALL CLARITY: Could the Representative be heard clearly? Could the Representative be heard clearly? (required) 
EDITOR: You are to evaluate the technical aspect of the call ONLY.   If there was an issue with the Rep’s ability to speak in a clear, concise

manner, please mark this question as Yes. Otherwise it triggers the question that asks if it is a customer issue and if you choose No, you have to

choose which technical issue caused the problem.

N/A Yes No

ExplainExplain
N/A

2. SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS: 2. SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS: Were there any system hiccups during the call?Were there any system hiccups during the call? (required)
N/A Yes No

 

 1. OFFER ASSISTANCE: 1. OFFER ASSISTANCE: Did the Representative offer the caller assistance?Did the Representative offer the caller assistance? (required) 
EDITOR: Examples: "How may I help you?" or "What is the equipment issue?"

N/A Yes No

2. NAME USAGE:2. NAME USAGE:

     A.      A. Did the Representative provide his or her name in the greeting?Did the Representative provide his or her name in the greeting? (required)
N/A Yes No

     B.      B. Did the Representative ask for the customer’s name, if the customer did not already provide it? Did the Representative ask for the customer’s name, if the customer did not already provide it? (required)
N/A Yes No Customer Provided

3. ADDITIONAL DETAILS: 3. ADDITIONAL DETAILS: Did the Product Application Representative ask for the following additional account details? Did the Product Application Representative ask for the following additional account details? 
EDITOR: Verbal notes like "OK, I found you" show that they are currently in the system.

     A.      A. Account Number?Account Number? (required)
N/A Yes No Customer Provided

     B.      B. Current Contact Phone Number?Current Contact Phone Number? (required)
N/A Yes No Customer Provided

4. PACE: 4. PACE: Did the Representative seem unrushed and ready for the call? Did the Representative seem unrushed and ready for the call? (required) 
EDITOR: If the Rep spoke in a clear, calm voice throughout and did not rush through answers or interrupt the caller, please answer this

question YES.

N/A Yes No

5. CALL CLARITY: 5. CALL CLARITY: Could the Representative be heard clearly? Could the Representative be heard clearly? (required) 
EDITOR: You are to evaluate the Rep ONLY for this question. Do not evaluate the quality of the call from a technical standpoint. Rather,

evaluate the Rep's ability to speak in a clear, concise manner at a proper volume with correct pronunciation and speed.

N/A Yes No



6. DIRECTIVE: Did the Representative take control and direct the flow of the call?6. DIRECTIVE: Did the Representative take control and direct the flow of the call? (required)
N/A Yes No

7. EDUCATIONAL: 7. EDUCATIONAL: Did the Representative explain the reason for the solution and/or where the solution information was found?Did the Representative explain the reason for the solution and/or where the solution information was found?
(required)  N/A

 Both the reason for the solution and where the solution information was found
 The reason for the solution, but NOT where the solution information was found
 Where the solution information was found, but NOT the reason for the solution
 Neither the reason for the solution or where the solution information was found

8. HOLD: 8. HOLD: Did the Representative ever place the caller on hold?Did the Representative ever place the caller on hold? (required)
N/A Yes No

9. MANAGED SILENCE: 9. MANAGED SILENCE: Were there any silent points during the call?Were there any silent points during the call? (required)
N/A Yes No

10. TRANSFERS: 10. TRANSFERS: Did the Representative ever transfer the call?Did the Representative ever transfer the call? (required)
N/A Yes No

11. INTERRUPTIONS: 11. INTERRUPTIONS: Did the Representative excessively interrupt the caller?Did the Representative excessively interrupt the caller? (required) 
EDITOR: Should present as poor listening skills

N/A Yes No

12. DIFFUSE DIFFICULT SITUATIONS: 12. DIFFUSE DIFFICULT SITUATIONS: If the calling party was upset, was the Representative able to listen and calm theIf the calling party was upset, was the Representative able to listen and calm the
customer to be able to help effectively?customer to be able to help effectively? (required) 

EDITOR: If the calling party was not upset, and there was no difficult situation to diffuse, please mark this question N/A.

N/A Yes Somewhat No

 

1. GREETING: 1. GREETING: Did the Representative deliver a friendly greeting? Did the Representative deliver a friendly greeting? (required)
N/A Absolutely Somewhat No

What was said? What was said? 
EDITOR: An answer is required. Please answer this questions using complete sentences.

N/A

2. ENTHUSIASM: 2. ENTHUSIASM: Did the Representative seem interested and eager to assist?Did the Representative seem interested and eager to assist? (required)
N/A Yes No

3. APPRECIATION: 3. APPRECIATION: Did the Representative thank the caller or somehow show appreciation for their time (latter part of the call -Did the Representative thank the caller or somehow show appreciation for their time (latter part of the call -
departure)?departure)? (required)

N/A Absolutely Somewhat No

What was said? What was said? 
EDITOR: An answer is required. Please answer this questions using complete sentences.

N/A

4. EMPATHY: 4. EMPATHY: Did the Representative seem like he or she could relate with the caller’s difficulty? Did the Representative seem like he or she could relate with the caller’s difficulty? (required) 
EDITOR: Can sound like "I hate it when this happens" or "Ouch, I'm sorry you're dealing with this".

N/A Absolutely Somewhat No

 1. EXPERIENCED: 1. EXPERIENCED: On this call, was the Representative experienced about the company's products and services?On this call, was the Representative experienced about the company's products and services? (required)
N/A Yes No

2. COMPLETION: 2. COMPLETION: Was the Representative able to handle the caller’s issues to full completion? Was the Representative able to handle the caller’s issues to full completion? (required) 
EDITOR: Please score this “YES” if the rep has done everything they can do. For instance, if a call from another party is required to fully

complete the customer’s request, then the rep on the audit should not be dinged for that.  As long as they tell the customer that another party

has to be involved, then we should score the question “YES.”

N/A Yes No



N/A

3. PROACTIVE: 3. PROACTIVE: If something needed to be ordered or handled to complete future business, was the employee able to takeIf something needed to be ordered or handled to complete future business, was the employee able to take
responsibility to move the process forward? responsibility to move the process forward? (required)

N/A Yes No

 

If you have any additional comments you would like to include regarding the recording and/or observations, please provideIf you have any additional comments you would like to include regarding the recording and/or observations, please provide
them here.them here.

N/A

 

1. IMPROVEMENT: 1. IMPROVEMENT: What could this Representative do to improve, if anything? What could this Representative do to improve, if anything? 
EDITOR: An answer is required. Please answer this question using complete sentences.

2. CUSTOMER SENTIMENT: 2. CUSTOMER SENTIMENT: What sentiment did the caller leave with regarding the support they received?What sentiment did the caller leave with regarding the support they received? (required)  N/A
 Absolutely Positive
 Somewhat Positive
 Neutral
 Somewhat Negative
 Negative

 
EDITOR: IF YOU CHOOSE "N/A" FOR ANY OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW, YOU MUST EXPLAIN WHY YOU SELECTED THAT ANSWEREDITOR: IF YOU CHOOSE "N/A" FOR ANY OF THE QUESTIONS BELOW, YOU MUST EXPLAIN WHY YOU SELECTED THAT ANSWER
IN THE EXPLAIN BOX DIRECTLY BELOW THE QUESTION.IN THE EXPLAIN BOX DIRECTLY BELOW THE QUESTION.

How long was the recorded call you evaluated?  How long was the recorded call you evaluated?  (required)  N/A
 10 minutes or less
 11 - 19 minutes
 20 or more minutes

Editor: This is where you would note where the start of the call is – example: if there was a pause before the recording evenEditor: This is where you would note where the start of the call is – example: if there was a pause before the recording even
started.started.

This is what the call information pertains to before the greeting:This is what the call information pertains to before the greeting:

-how long did it take for call to be answered-how long did it take for call to be answered

-length of call-length of call

-call dropped-call dropped

-time of the call-time of the call

Call Information:Call Information:
N/A

: MM : SS

If you answered N/A above, please explain.If you answered N/A above, please explain.
N/A

Greeting:Greeting:
N/A

: MM : SS

HH

HH



If you answered N/A above, please explain.If you answered N/A above, please explain.
N/A

Purpose of Call/Technical Specs:Purpose of Call/Technical Specs:
N/A

: MM : SS

If you answered N/A above, please explain.If you answered N/A above, please explain.
N/A

Closing:Closing:
N/A

: MM : SS

If you answered N/A above, please explain.If you answered N/A above, please explain.
N/A

HH

HH


